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A.   loops 
B.  delays 
C. paced loops 
D. random selectors 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 148
 
What are the main performance schedule elements?
 

A.  loops and delays 
B.   user groups and tests 
C. selectors and comments 
D. number of users and run duration 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 149
 
Which view is most useful for identifying the cause of failing page elements?
 

A.   Test Execution History 
B.   Verification Points Report: Summary 
C. Page Element Report: Server Health Detail 
D. Page Element Report: Response vs. Time Detail 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 150 
While running a performance test, the Server Health Detail report shows that pages are 
failing as the load increases. You stop the run and examine the Test Execution History. It 
also shows that pages are failing, but the page response Protocol Data view is blank. What 
should you do? 

A. examine the Test Agent error logs for the failed page error data 
B.   change the Execution History Log Level to "All" and re-run the test 
C. leave everything the same and re-run the test, but this time do not stop it mid-way 
D. change the Execution History Log Level to Secondary Test Actions and re-run the test 

Answer: B 
QUESTION: 151 
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How do you view Execution History during a run? 

A. You edit the Agent location file to enable real-time transfer of Execution History data. 
B.   Execution History is transferred once the run completes. It cannot be viewed during a 
run. 
C. You select an Agent host under the appropriate schedule in the Performance Test Runs 
view. 
D. You set the Execution History Log Level to "Schedule Actions." 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 152
 
What does the Performance Report: Response vs. Time Detail Graph show?
 

A.   the average page response time per interval for each individual page vs. run duration 
B.   the maximum page response time per interval for each individual page vs. run duration 
C. the measured page response time for each individual page vs. run duration 
D. the average response time for all page elements during the run vs. run duration 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 153
 
Which is NOT a possible report customization?
 

A.   rearrange items by specifying a sort order 
B.   insert items by adding new counters to the report 
C. control the appearance of items by specifying the graph type 
D. focus on items of interest by filtering data 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 154 
It is common to exclude collected test data during ramp up and ramp down of a performance 
test. What do you do to discard the last ten (10) minutes of a test for reporting purposes? 

A.   set the graphs X Max property to 600 
B.   set the graphs X Sliding Scale property to 600 
C. set the graphs X Min property to the total run time minus 600 
D. set the graphs X Max property to the total run time minus 600 
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Answer: D 

QUESTION: 155 
You need to report the total server throughput for all traffic during a test run using the 
default Test Report. Which counter is best to use? 

A.   Performance Report: Page Throughput  Page Hit Rate 
B.   Page Element Report: Page Element Throughput  Page Element Hit Rate 
C. Transaction Report: Transaction Throughput  Transaction Rate per Second 
D. Page Element Report: Page Element Throughput  Page Element Attempt Rate 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 156
 
Performance Test results data can be exported from RPT in XML, HTMLand CSV format.

Which view contains information that can be exported in CSV format?
 

A.   Test Navigator 
B.   Performance Report 
C. Performance Test Runs 
D. Test Execution History 

Answer: C 
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